We present experimental data on the rate coefficient for electron impact ionisation of W atoms at electron temperatures between 5 and 10 eV. Our results undercut different theoretical data sets based on the Born approximation and the distorted wave approximation, respectively, by more than a factor of 3. Better agreement in absolute values is found with a more recent work by Goswami et al. The present data match well with earlier measurements by Steinbrink obtained with a different method.
Introduction
Nuclear fusion is one potential option to provide a CO 2 -free source of electricity in the future. A promising way to realise fusion in hot hydrogen plasmas is with so-called magnetic confinement. Magnetic fusion devices called tokamaks or stellarators use strong magnetic fields to keep the charged plasma particles from recombining at the vessel walls. However, the magnetic confinement is never perfect so that the first wall elements are exposed to high heat loads. In order to permit both flexible operation and high availability of future reactors the selection of the plasma facing components is cruxial. Tungsten (W) is to date the best candidate to handle the high heat loads impinging on first wall elements of fusion plasma devices. It is successfully used in current tokamaks like JET or AUG and is foreseen for future machines where the conditions will be even more demanding [1] . However, due to its high nuclear charge number W can significantly degrade the plasma performance and energy confinement when abundant as intrinsic impurity. Therefore, a thorough survey and control of the W concentration in the plasma core is of crucial importance [2] . A key step for understanding the W behaviour in the plasma is to quantify the W source at the plasma edge, which can readily be accessed spectroscopically on the basis of SX/B values [3] . Nevertheless, detailed modelling of the relevant processes in the plasma necessitates the knowledge of the rate coefficients for electron impact ionisation of W and its ionisation stages. There are several publications giving theoretical data on the cross sections or rate coefficients for near threshold electron impact ionisation of W 0 , of which the most widely used are those by Vainstein et al [4] and ADAS [5] . Vainstein provides a parametrised expression for the rate coefficients obtained by fitting his data: There is also one experimental data set by Steinbrink [6] for electron temperatures between 2 and 18 eV, which undercuts the theoretical ones significantly. The Steinbrink data are described well by expression 1 with A=43.6959, X=4.273 68, D=0.30302.
In this work we present new experimental results on the ionisation rate coefficient for electron impact ionisation of W0 at near threshold temperatures obtained spectroscopically at the linear plasma device PSI-2. Further details regarding this work can be found in [7] .
Experimental setup
is a linear plasma device optimised for plasmamaterial interaction studies under divertor-like conditions. Achievable electron temperatures and densities range between 1-30 eV and 10
16 -10 18 m −3 , respectively, depending on the working gas. With a magnetic field of 100 mT the plasma column reaches a diameter of approx. 6 cm while electron temperature and density show hollow profiles.
An axial target manipulator allows for moving different types of target plates freely along the z-axis. For the present experiment a W target plate (8×10 cm 2 ) covering the entire plasma diameter is exposed to a number of pure neon plasmas with differing discharge powers while kept at a constant bias voltage of −200 V-enough to allow tungsten sputtering by neon ions for which the threshold energy is approx. 40 eV [9] .
We use a Czerny-Turner spectrograph to observe the spectral emission of the sputtered W atoms with spatial resolution in the z-direction and at different wavelengths. The sightline covers approx. 10 cm in front of the target plate intersecting the plasma volume in the upper peak (figure 1) and has a width of <1 mm in radial direction.
The sputtered atoms coat the surface of the optical window used for the spectroscopic survey with a thin, slowly growing W layer. This leads to a time dependant degradation of the window's transmissivity. Also the layer thickness shows a gradient in z-direction due to the angular distribution of the sputtered particles. In order to correct for this effect the window's transmissivity is thoroughly monitored with spatial resolution and for all relevant wavelengths using a reference light source in between subsequent plasma scenarios.
The electron density and temperature as well as the plasma potential are determined by means of a single Langmuir probe placed 34 cm from the target plate. However, between the probe position and the target plate the electron density drops significantly due to the pre sheath. This drop is quantified for two representative plasma scenarios by moving the target plate stepwise towards the probe position (figure 2). With respect to the electron temperature no relevant dependency on the probe position is observed.
Experimental data and analysis
We observe the decay behaviour of various W I spectral lines in front of the target plate for a number of pure neon plasma scenarios that mainly differ in the peak values of the electron density and temperature trying to cover the widest possible range of ionisation rates S n v T . between 20-60 mm safely excluding the intensity peak close to the target plate as well as the region very far from the target plate where the decay starts to deviate from the exponential behavior due to geometrical effects 1 . The resulting exp l for different W I spectral lines plotted against the inverse ionisation rate are shown on the left side of figure 4. For each of the spectral lines we find a constant maximum decay length at very low ionisation rates that significantly decreases towards higher ionisation rates (i.e. towards higher discharge powers). This observation is described by the simple expression:
where g l is the (supposedly constant) maximum decay length caused by geometrical effects only and v w á ñ is the mean velocity of the sputtered W atoms. We fit expression 2 to the experimental data using g l and v w á ñ as free parameters ( figure 4, left figure 5 together with other data sets from literature. The present results compare well to the only other existing experimental data by Steinbrink [6] , which were independently obtained using a different approach 2 . Both experimental data sets are, however, significantly lower than their widely used theoretical pendants based on the Born approximation (Vainstein [4] ) or the the distorted wave approximation (ADAS [5] , Pindzola and Griffin [13] ). The same holds for the semi empirical formula by Lotz [9, 9b] . Only the more recent theoretical data by Goswamy et al [14] calculated using the spherical complex optical potential formalism combined with the complex scattering potential ionisation contribution method are closer by the experimental results, although they do not confirm the temperature dependence of the Steinbrink data.
Additionally, the experiment was modelled with the Monte Carlo Code ERO [15, 16] . ERO calculates the 3D density distribution for all relevant W ion stages and then simulates the emission profiles for our experimental set up (virtual diagnostic) using the photo emission coefficient for the 400.9 nm spectral line from [5] . For comparison the ERO data is then handled the same way as the experimental data. Figures 6(a) and (b) show that the ERO modelling achieves better agreement with the experimental findings when using the Steinbrink data compared to the Vainstein data. The remaining offset between the modelling and experimental results may e.g. be due to deviations from the angular distribution of the sputtered particles assumed in the ERO calculations.
So far only the decay behaviour of different W I spectral lines was discussed. However, a look at the swing in behaviour of these lines occurring very close to the target plate reveals differences to the behaviour earlier found at TEXTOR [17] . In TEXTOR the 400.9 nm line excited from the 7 S 3 state reached its intensity peak significantly later than those lines excited from the 5 D J multiplet. This is not the case in PSI-2 plasmas. Here the 400.9 nm line is among the first to peak. We consider this strong evidence against a recently discussed hypothesis, according to which the metastable 7 S 3 state is generally populated much slower than the 5 D J states. This observation rather speaks for differences in the rate coefficients for the excitation of these lines that do play a role at temperatures of approx. 50-100 eV as present in the TEXTOR edge plasma, but not at the much lower temperatures of approx. 5-10 eV reached in PSI-2.
Conclusion
Currently, extensive experiments are performed at different plasma devices in order to predict the lifetime of plasmafacing components made of tungsten in future fusion devices. In these experiments the sputtered neutral tungsten atoms are observed spectroscopically. At the same time the WI emission is modelled with plasma-surface interaction codes like ERO.
In this respect the atomic data on electron impact ionisation and excitation are critical-both for the interpretation of the WI emission profiles as well as for the modelling. We present experimental results on the rate coefficient for electron impact ionisation of W atoms for near threshold temperatures. The present data confirm earlier experimental results [6] that were independently obtained using a different method. The experimental data sets are, however, significantly lower than widely used theoretical data sets based on the Born [4] and the distorted wave approximation [5, 13] . Better agreement in absolute values is found for more recent calculations by Goswami et al [14] . Within our evaluation the two experimental data sets are consistent with the energy distribution of the sputtered W atoms predicted by the established semi empirical law by Thompson [10, 11] , while the theoretical data sets are not. The method applied can easily be extended to other target materials to access other elements where data are scarce or not available at all, while a wider range of electron temperatures can be covered by using different working gases. Possible improvements of the method include the spectroscopic analysis of the energy and angular distribution of the sputtered particles as well as the simultaneous observation of W II spectral lines where visible. It might further be of interest to study a possible impact of the target geometry. For the present work we used a big target plate covering the entire plasma diameter in order to improve the signal to noise ratio. In principle though the target should be small against the plasma dimension to avoid possible sources of error. First tests with a small target showed significantly reduced decay lengths of the W I spectral lines, which we assign to geometrical effects and is confirmed by ERO modelling. The decay length's dependency on the discharge power, however, seemed to stay unchanged so that we expect similar results. This is further supported by the good agreement of our data with Steinbrink's results that were obtained with a small 1×1 cm 2 W target. Finally, it shall be mentioned that the applied method should allow for a quantification of the volumetric losses of sputtered particles relative to the losses caused by ionisation via the ratio . g ion l l This is important for S/XB-based flux measurements in weakly ionising plasmas, where the volumetric losses tend to be in the same order of magnitude or even much higher than the losses due to ionisation so that a corrective term becomes indispensable. 
